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Duplex stainless steels (DSSs) have been exploited by a wide range of industrial sectors for
many years because of their mechanical properties and corrosion resistance. Whilst DSSs
have excellent properties, they are vulnerable to precipitate sigma phase during welding,
specially around the sigma phase precipitation temperature range 600-900oC.

New grade of duplex stainless steel UNS S82551 (25Cr-5Ni-1Mo-2.5Cu-0.18N) has been
developed to achieve lower material cost than UNS S31803 (22Cr-5Ni-3Mo) and UNS
S32750 (25Cr-7Ni-4Mo) by decreasing Mo content, which can be utilised in the as-welded
condition in slightly sour condition1-3).

Introduction

It can be concluded that:
• During thermal cycling in the experimental work and the calculation, the amount of sigma phase

increased with increasing the number of thermal cycles, and lower cooling rate for UNS S31803 and
UNS S32750, but sigma phase was not observed for new alloy UNS S82551.

• Based on the isothermal kinetics of sigma phase precipitation, the amount of sigma phase
precipitated during thermal cycle can be predicted by applying the additivity rule to the physical
model. The area fractions of sigma phase calculated have a good fit to the experimental ones.

• The new steel UNS S82551 has less sensitivity to sigma (s) phase precipitation during multi-pass
welding than conventional UNS S31803 and UNS S32750 mainly because of lower Mo content.

Discussions and Conclusions
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Material
The material used for this research was laboratory melted duplex stainless steel plates with
chemical composition of S82551, S31803 and S32750. The plates (PM1, PM2 and PM3)
were melted with a laboratory electric furnace and were fabricated to the 15mm thick
plates by hot forging and hot rolling followed by 1100oC solution treatment followed by
water quenching.

Multiple thermal cycling simulation of lower temperature HAZ at 900oC was performed to
investigate the effect of the cooling rate and the number of thermal cycles on the formation
of sigma phase.

Experimental method

Results and analysis

The characteristic of the alloy design of S82551 is to use Cu, instead of Mo, to ensure
comparable corrosion resistance and strength. In addition, due to the significant decrease in
Mo content, S82551 is expected to be less sensitive to sigma phase precipitation during
single or multi-pass welding4).
This work investigated the effect of weld thermal cycling on sigma phase precipitation
behaviour in S82551 welds comparing with S31803 and S32750.

Results and analysis

Fig. 1 – Relationship between the area fraction of ferrite phase and the 
number of thermal cycles

Ferrite content after thermal cycling
It is basically known that ferrite phase
transformation into sigma phase and
secondary austenite by long holding time
with high temperature such as multiple
thermal cycling during welding with higher
heat input. Therefore, it is important to
evaluate the ferrite content in tested
material before transforming into sigma
phase, which has relationship with the
area fraction of sigma phase precipitation.
Fig.1 shows the ferrite content in PM1,
PM2 and PM3 after thermal cycling did
not show a significant change with
increasing the number of cycles.

Fig. 2 – Microstructure of PM1, PM2 and PM3 after thermal cycle test (900oC x 10s → 3oC/s x 9cycles)

Sigma phase precipitation
As shown in Fig. 2, for PM1, sigma phase
was not observed for any condition even
after 9 thermal cycles applied. For PM2,
the small amounts of sigma phase were
observed at a/g grain boundaries. For
PM3, sigma phase was clearly observed.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of the number of
thermal cycles on the amount of the
sigma phase for PM1, PM2 and PM3. The
amount of sigma phase increases with
the number of thermal cycles for PM2
and PM3, however, for PM1, sigma phase
precipitation was not observed even
when the combination of lowest cooling
rate (3oC/s) and highest thermal cycles (9
cycles) was employed. Fig. 3 – Relationship between the area fraction of sigma phase and the number of 

thermal cycles

Isothermal kinetics of sigma phase precipitation
It was reported that the growth of sigma phase accords to the JMAK equation5,6).
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V0:Volume of sigma phase, C0:Concentration of dominant atom to determine the growth rate, 
N0:Number of atom, ω:Supersaturation, σ:interface energy, Cp:Concentration in sigma phase of 
dominant atom to determine the growth rate, ΔH:Enthalpy of transformation,  ra:lattice constant
Teq:Equilibrium solvus temperature of sigma phase, ΔT:Degree of undercooling (=Teq-T)

Growth rate constant

[−ln (1 − 𝑋 )] / = [−ln (1 − 𝑋 )] / +k (T )∆t ・・・(6)

X = 1 − exp [− ∑ k (T )∆t ] (n=5/2)・・・(7)

Applying the additivity rule, each progress ratio of precipitation X in the continuous 
cooling process for Dt at Ti is shown as follows,

The amount of the sigma phase precipitated during the arbitrary thermal cycle is calculated by Eq. (7):

Fig. 4 – Prediction of the area fraction of sigma phase for PM3 during 
weld thermal cycles

Fig. 5 – Comparison of the area fraction of sigma phase between PM1 
and PM3 after thermal cycles

Table 1– Chemical composition of material investigated

Table 2– Test condition for thermal cycling test


